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Abstract Recently, various personal information in daily
life is stored in mobile devices with sensors. This informa-
tion reflects heterogeneous aspects of personal life history.
People have a tendency to record precious memories from
the information in their life. However, it is difficult to extract
and summarize the memories from the information. There
are many useful traditional ways, such as photograph, video
and diary, to record important memories. Especially, writ-
ing a diary is beloved as an effective method for a long time
because of its effectiveness, remembrance, and empathy of
storytelling. This paper proposes a Petri-net based method
that organizes mobile contexts to an understandable and in-
teresting story in cartoons. Petri-net based storytelling ap-
proach reduces the uncertainty in mobile environment and
increases the diversity and causality of a story. A generated
story from mobile contexts is compared with personal life
history for confirming the usefulness. Also, it is compared
with the other method in previous work.

Keywords Story generation · Mobile context · Petri-net

1 Introduction

Nowadays, the performance of mobile devices grows rapidly
thanks to the advance of hardware technology, and the con-
vergence of diverse functionalities is realized in a mobile
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device. Multifunctional mobile device has low power CPU,
large memory, and telecommunication functions. It also in-
cludes many applications such as media player, e-book,
camera, cell phone, game, and so on. In near future, mul-
tifunctional devices are expected to be the general trend.

They contain various kinds of information such as user
data, user created contents, and other sensor-based informa-
tion. User data include user profile, information from e-mail,
SMS history, call history, etc. User created contents are such
as photographs and video data. Also, there is sensor-based
information collected with various sensors such as GPS de-
vice, and temperature, moisture, and illumination sensors.
In recent years, a few studies have attempted to collect and
record personal history using a mobile device and sensors.
For example, SensCam project [1] uses a small wearable
camera with sensors for recording personal life. Raento pro-
poses ContextPhone [2] that collects mobile contexts from
Nokia smart phone. In a context-based video retrieval sys-
tem [3], Aizawa attempts to record the whole life with video
data. MyLifeBits [4] collects and stores personal informa-
tion from SensCam and PC and various sensors.

People have a tendency to record precious memories
from the information in their life [3]. In general, the informa-
tion in mobile devices reflects many aspects of personal life.
It is difficult to extract and summarize significant memo-
ries from all the information. We need an intelligent method
to manage this large amount of information effectively. The
method must have abilities to manage personal information,
summarize daily life, extract feature with data mining, and
merge heterogeneous information.

People often use several widespread and useful media,
such as photograph, video, and diary, for their memories.
Especially, writing a diary includes many merits of story-
telling such as effectiveness, remembrance and interest. We
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regard writing diary as a kind of storytelling. Digital story-
telling is a relatively new field that utilizes computers and
other electronically augmented devices as a medium for the
conveyance of stories [5]. This is used for a wide variety
of purposes ranging from business communication and pre-
sentation, to personal expression, and interactive narrative.
It is widely used in entertainment, education, and drama for
interest and understandability. A storytelling approach may
provide a understandable and interesting story as a summary
of personal information. It effectively shows records of life
for us and can be easily shared with others. We aim to gen-
erate a story from mobile contexts in order to show cartoons
of daily life.

Practically, it is not easy to make a story from mobile
contexts which are usually uncertain, limited and scattered.
Uncertainty of mobile contexts makes it difficult to infer per-
sonal status, and lack of useful information in mobile de-
vice reduces the diversity of a story. Also, scattered contexts
isolates events related to contexts by destroying causal re-
lationships between the events. On the other hand, general
storytelling approaches focus on literal representation and
do not consider limited information in mobile environment.
They are appropriate to make a flexible and coherent literal
story in fixed situations, because they usually assume that
all character’s internal state and external environments are
known to the system. Therefore, they have some difficulties
to cope with problems in mobile environment.

This paper aims to provide a storytelling method about
daily life in mobile environment. Our Petri-net based story-
telling approach can remove uncertain situation from story
in mobile environment and increase the diversity and causal-
ity of a story with addition of events and delivery of previ-
ous state. Also, we attempt to generate cartoons with a story
from mobile contexts, compare it with personal history and
evaluate it with the real data collected.

2 Background

2.1 Context processing in mobile environment

There are many studies for collecting personal information.
Raento in the University of Helsinki developed a software
platform, Contextphone [2], to collect user data in Nokia
smart phone. In the platform, collected data were transferred
to server with wireless telecommunication. They could be
used as a basis of social communication. Context in Context-
phone was information about user status with smart phone.
Its purpose was letting community people know user status
and sharing user-created contents with them. For example,
ContextContact gave user the other user’s location and sta-
tus. People could know other’s status before they call him.

Similarly, photographs with contexts were shown for shar-
ing user’s information. Contextphone provided a set of open
source C++ libraries and source code components.

VTT research center proposed a uniform mobile soft-
ware framework for acquiring and processing useful con-
text information [6]. The framework allowed to recognize
semantic contexts in real time and to deliver contexts for the
client applications in an event-based manner. It was used in
Mantyjarvi’s adaptive UI application control with fuzzy con-
text [7]. SenSay, which was developed in Carnegie Mellon
University, was a context-aware mobile phone that adapted
to dynamically changing environmental and physiological
states [8]. It informed caller of SenSay user’s status.

MyLifeBits [4] of Microsoft focused on concentration,
management and search for personal information. It had dif-
ferent significance with Contextphone. Our diary, pocket
book, and journal were used to concentrate and summa-
rize our personal information. Concentration of the infor-
mation increased usefulness of the information. If all the in-
formation was concentrated in a place, we would not have to
search other place, and miss the information. We could find
important contents, schedule, and visited locations from the
place. This concentration needed two requirements. First,
large storage for all the information. Second, search engine
for necessary information. MyLifeBits collected all the in-
formation from personal computer, GPS device and Sen-
sCam [1] which is a small camera with sensors. It is stored in
MS SQL server and provided effective interface for search-
ing. In context-based video retrieval system [3], various con-
texts from wearable sensors were used to search the part re-
quested in life-log video.

ComicDiary [9] represented individual experience in
comic style. It stimulated personal memories and facilitated
knowledge sharing. It used user profile, touring history, and
interaction records with people. It could generate comic with
the information and evaluate them. It focused on represent-
ing user’s experience as cartoons and evaluating the comic.
The generated cartoons could be shared with community.

AniDiary [10] generated cartoons to summarize daily
life, while ComicDiary produced cartoons in fixed situation.
It treated various situations and generated cartoons of di-
verse events in daily life. It collected information from smart
phone with GPS device, inferred user’s activities and emo-
tions with the information, and generated the corresponding
cartoons to the activities and emotions. Figure 1 is the sys-
tem overview of AniDiary. First, we collected low level in-
formation from smartphone, internet, user profile, and PIMS
(Personal Information Management System). Collected low
level information was converted to context by statistical
analysis. We used two stages of modular Bayesian network
inference for user’s activities and emotions [10, 11]. The
activities and emotions are named as landmarks. AniDiary
generates cartoons for daily life with landmarks and rela-
tionships between them.
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Fig. 1 System overview of
AniDiary

2.2 Storytelling

Models for story generation are classified to agent-based,
script-based, and hybrid approaches [12]. Generally, agent-
based approaches can generate relatively flexible story,
but they require much accurate information about current
agent’s situation and environment such as agent’s purpose,
emotion, and activities. It is practically difficult to collect
the information at all the time. Talespin [13] and Aylett’s
virtual system [14] are the examples. On the other hand,
script-based approaches such as story grammar [15], story
tree [16], and Lang’s narrative model [17] do not consider
using context and have enough flexibility and diversity in
story except some fixed situations.

Hybrid approaches inherit the merits of both methods.
Story graph and narrative mediation belong to hybrid ap-
proaches. Story graph [18], which has a branching story
structure, is a directed graph of story fragments connected
by arcs that represent character’s choices. A story fragment
is a sequence of events. Arc, character’s choice or action,
is a branching point in the story. Character’s action in the
branch decides next story fragment. This process is repeated
until no more story branch exists. Every path through the
graph represents a story. In story graph, user has to select an
action in fixed story branches. If user does not choose one
from action candidates in a story branch, the story genera-
tion process stops and the story never arrives to an end. It is
no surprise that user does an atypical action, not defined in
story branch, in real life.

Narrative mediation generates a linear story structure that
represents the most appropriate story [18]. Narrative media-
tion is as expressive as acyclic story graph and can express
more detailed story branches, which allows exceptional ac-
tions that the user can perform in story branch. First of all,

story author in narrative mediation designs an ideal story-
line. It is possible that user in a story performs an excep-
tional action that confuses the ideal storyline. When an ex-
ception occurs, system can prevent the exceptional action
from interfering with ideal storyline or generates a new sto-
ryline that incorporates the exceptional action into a story-
line. In narrative mediation, story author always has to de-
sign an ideal storyline which varies with action or exception
in story branches. It is difficult to design the ideal storyline
in real life that contains many completely different stories.

In the previous work, AniDiary considers a landmark as
an event. Relationship between events are generated from
relationship between landmarks in a Bayesian network. It
uses only landmarks and context at that point in time for
cartoons. If landmarks are accurate, it has merits to gen-
erate causal cartoons and summarize daily life accurately.
However, it also has its own shortcomings. Each landmark
is matched to only one event. If landmarks are independent,
relationship between events is weak. Moreover, only current
information affects the cartoon and previous event history is
not used. If similar activities are repeated, repeated cartoons
are generated. There are many similar and boring activities
in daily life. Also, in many cases, a landmark is used to rep-
resent characters activity in cartoon and context is used to
express background in cartoon. But it is often difficult to
generate text from only landmark and context. We need to
have causality, reduce repeated cartoons, and generate inter-
esting and understandable cartoons by story generation.

In daily life, background of the story is always changing.
Also, our knowledge about the external world is incomplete
for the story generation. Because agent-based story gener-
ation approach requires fixed environment, it cannot be ap-
plied to this problem. The information collected in mobile
environment as well as the inferred character’s activities and
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Table 1 Raw data types

Data type Attributes

GPS
longitude, latitude, speed over ground, course
over ground, date, time

Call phone number, start time, finish time, classifi-
cation

SMS phone number, send/receive, time

Picture filename, start time

Viewer finish time

Photo filename, time

Weather

weather, distance, cloud, temperature, dis-
comfort index, sensory temperature, rainfall,
snowfall, humidity, the direction of the wind,
wind speed, sea-level pressure

MP3 title, start time, finish time, position

Charging percentage of charging, charging status, time

emotions are uncertain and incomplete. We have to consider
lack of information for character’s goal, current state, and
environment, which makes us to adopt script-based story
generation approach. It guarantees the causality and usage
of prior knowledge that supports incomplete information in
mobile environment and causality and consistency between
events in the story. It also has shortcomings such as insuf-
ficient flexibility, and difficulty of designing a story. Here,
we attempt to reduce the shortcomings of the script-based
approach with Petri-net based method.

3 Ingredients for storytelling

Inputs for story generation are context, landmark and pre-
vious event history. Context is low-level information like
location, weather, and other information related to mobile
device. It provides important information for background in
story and cartoon. Landmark is inferred activities and emo-
tions with probability model. It decides character’s activities
or emotions in the cartoons. Event history is a set of previ-
ous events. We can use them as conditions for current events.
Output is generated as events and effects of the events.

3.1 Context collection and statistical analysis

In order to generate a story about daily life, we collect raw
data such as GPS records, call history, SMS history, MP3
music, battery level and photo viewer usage information
from mobile device. The collected raw data must be con-
verted to contexts which are information related to user’s en-
vironment. Here, all data are collected from Samsung SPH-
4300 smart phone with a GPS device. Also, weather infor-
mation can be also gathered from Internet. Table 1 summa-
rizes the information.

GPS records inform us of visited locations by user. Call
history and SMS history show records of telecommunica-
tion with other people. Weather information from Internet is

Fig. 2 Conversion of raw data to contexts

used for inference of user’s emotion and status. MP3 music
also can be a source for detection of emotion. Digital pho-
tographs are related to meaningful and impressive events.
Records of viewing images provide information related to
favorite photographs and pictures.

It is not easy to understand raw data such as longitude,
latitude, date, time, filename and so on. Some types of data
have to be converted to semantic contexts. For example,
GPS coordinates have real values composed of longitude
and latitude. Because it is difficult to comprehend meaning
of the coordinates, we transform it to nominal value like uni-
versity, cafe, etc. Similarly, other raw data are transformed to
nominal value by simple rule-based method. ‘Conversation
with a person by telephone more than 5 times continuously’
can be converted to ‘conversation with a person by telephone
frequently.’ This conversion abstracts raw data and provides
them to Bayesian network inference module for landmark
detection [11].

For context generation of low-level data, frequency or
rarity of data can be used. Therefore, following statistical
analysis are performed.

– Daily frequency of context
– Daily concentration of frequency of context
– Concentration of frequency of context for 30 days
– Sum of frequency of context for 30 days
– Elapsed time from the last contexts appeared

Concentration, which is density of data for specific period, is
sometimes significant. Continuous data increase the density
of data. Pattern of specific context can be discovered by it.
These information can be used for generating context for
inferring emotions and activities.
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Table 2 Data source and period for collection

Data type Data source Period

GPS GPS device once a second

Call telecommunication records in Smartphone once a day

SMS SMS messages in Smartphone once a day

Picture Viewer mobile image viewer each execution of image viewer

Photo photograph files in Smartphone once a day

Weather Internet once a day

MP3 MP3 player software in Smartphone each execution of MP3 player

Charging Smartphone API once per 30 seconds

Fig. 3 Landmark inference

3.2 Landmark detection using Bayesian networks

One of characteristic features of life log is that they reflect
the same activity with several different aspects such as pho-
tographs, GPS records and so on [19]. It means that activities
or emotions are inferred from life log which are fragments
of life.

In our previous work, we extracted landmarks through
Bayesian network, which made inference of user’s emotions
and activities from mobile contexts according to the proba-
bilities [11]. It used an ensemble of multiple Bayesian net-
works specialized for each activity and emotion. Each net-
work had its own input, intermediate, and output variables.

4 The proposed method

A story is generated from the contexts and landmarks. Ex-
tracting contexts and inferring user’s actions or emotions
from various data in mobile devices are described in previ-
ous sections. This paper mainly focuses on a stage of story

generation using mobile contexts. The proposed story gen-
eration method presented in Fig. 4 consists of three stages:
episode selection, event selection, and story generation.

Previous AniDiary used only landmarks and relation-
ships between landmarks to generate cartoons. Landmark
was connected to other landmarks or contexts with causal
relationship in Bayesian network. In many cases, connected
landmarks were semantically similar and they produced
similar cartoons which have same characters and back-
ground. Moreover, it was difficult to generate proper text
messages in cartoons. In this paper, we propose a method
that organizes a story for cartoons from mobile contexts ef-
ficiently.

4.1 Conceptual design of an episode

It is difficult to reduce uncertainty and complement the in-
formation lack in mobile environment without using com-
mon sense and prior knowledge. Practically, script-based ap-
proach is adopted to design a story using prior knowledge.
A story is generated by combining the scripts with personal
information. Here, we define basic concepts and require-
ments of the scripts for representing a story. In this paper,
‘story’ is an event-sequence which abstracts user’s daily life.
‘Episode’ is a set of events, which are arranged temporarily
or causally, related to a specific topic. It has a main event,
which corresponds to a memorable landmark for the topic,
in the center. We represent an episode with a script and gen-
erate a story by combining the episodes. A story consists
of more than one episodes of which topic can be any hu-
man’s activity. ‘Event’ is a basic component of an episode,
which represents human behavior. ‘Main event’ is an event
that corresponds to a landmark. ‘Landmark’ is a memorable
or important activity which is inferred from mobile contexts.
We refer multilingual lexical semantic network [20] to clas-
sify topics of episodes related to human activities.

In order to generate a causal story from scattered con-
texts, we need the property of the script to include unde-
tected events for causality of the story with prior knowledge.
For example, ‘going to bus stop’ usually is before ‘taking
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Fig. 4 Story generation system

a bus’. If we find that a subject experiences ‘taking a bus’
event, we can expect the subject goes to bus stop before
taking a bus. Although ‘going to bus stop’ is undetected,
it is granted that the story includes it. Also, a previous event
can affect subsequent events. For example, ‘playing soccer’
and ‘meeting friends’ may be independent events. If ‘meet-
ing friends’ is prior to ‘playing soccer,’ it is more natural
that ‘playing soccer’ is converted to ‘playing soccer with
friends.’ These undetected but probable events improve di-
versity as well as coherence and causality of the story.

We design a script as a short story that contains a main
event and sub-events. The short story in a script can be
changed to contexts or previous events. Context is fragmen-
tary clue about daily life. It can be a precondition or a fac-
tor of appropriate events in story generation. Also, an event
can be affected by current contexts. For example, ‘bathing’
event cannot usually occur in playground. If inferred activi-
ties are inaccurate or wrong, we can remove it from a story
by requiring some contexts as precondition before including
the events. In this case, ‘bathing’ event probably can require
location-contexts like ‘home’ or ‘bathroom.’ In some cases,
the result of event in an episode can affect another episode
as well as other events in it. The system is able to transfer the
result of an episode to posterior episodes. Figure 5 outlines
the conceptual structure of an episode.

4.2 Petri-net based script for an episode

In this paper, Petri-net is used for representing relationship
between events. Petri-net is a proper method for modeling
a system that contains asynchronous elements [21]. In real
life, it can be used for various application such as RPG game
plot [22], robot control [23], modelling transportation sys-
tem [24], project management [25] and so on.

Fig. 5 Conceptual episode structure

In this paper, there are two reasons for using Petri-net.
First, all changes of state in Petri-net can be expressed
as transferring tokens. We can express delivery of previ-
ous states between scripts as well as causal relationships of
events by transferring tokens. Second, Petri-net is easy to
modularize short stories related to specific topics. Modular-
ized Petri-net scripts can be connected by transferring tokens
to appropriate next scripts. This topic based modularization
of a script reduces the difficulty of designing the whole story.
It also makes a more realistic story which includes various
activities.

The components of Petri-net are causally connected,
which represent relationships between events and condi-
tions. Petri-net contains a set of places (P ), a set of tran-
sitions (T ), input function (I ) and output function (O).
Input function, I (tj ), means cause-event relationships be-
tween transition tj and the set of places. Output function,
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O(tj ), means event-result relationships between transition
tj and the set of places.

Petri-net is fundamentally a network of components as
shown in Table 3. Place (P ) is represented by circle. It is a
condition for occurring an event or a place for storing effect
of an event. Transition (T ) is represented by black rectangle
for an event. I and O are represented by lines with arrows.
They are used to relate an event with conditions. Finally,
token is expressed as points in places (P ), which represents
current status of the system, and stored in Place. Whenever
an event occurs, tokens are moving to other place along the
edge.

Figure 6 shows an example of Petri-net. If all input places
connected to a transition have tokens, it can be fired. When
a transition is fired, the tokens in the input places are trans-
ferred to the output places. For example, transition t1 in
Fig. 6 can be fired. When t1 is fired, a token in place p1

disappears. The output places of t1, places p1 and p2, have
tokens. As a result, after t1 is fired, p1 and p2 get to have a
token respectively.

In this paper, story is a set of various episodes. It naturally
represents that a story consists of many kinds of distinct top-
ics.

Story = {Episode1,Episode2, . . . ,Episoden}

We use a Petri-net script to design an episode. It is ef-
fective for representing parallel events or various conditions

Fig. 6 An example of Petri-net

formally. It can also clearly describe causal relationship be-
tween events, connection between landmark and a main
event. Petri-net based approach provides clear conceptual
structure and natural delivery of result of previous event his-
tory by using transferring tokens. Here, we use status queue
for the implementation. Petri-net also can be easily parti-
tioned in modular manner. Figure 7 shows input and output
for the story generation process. After it receives context and
landmark and previous effects, it produces events and result
of the events.

Table 3 shows the meaning of Petri-net components for
episode representation. Place is a condition for user’s ac-
tivity or emotion. It also stores the effect of user’s activity
or emotion. Transition is an activity or emotion. It can oc-
cur with sufficient conditions connected to the activity. Arc
makes link between condition and event. It decides whether
an event is able to occur in specific condition. Token moves
from place to place whenever event occurs. It informs us of
which events can occur.

Figure 8 is an example of an episode represented by Petri-
net. In Fig. 8, story generation begins with inserting a token
into the initial place of the episode. An arc between a main
event and a landmark in an episode means that the occur-
rence of main event requires a landmark like user’s activity
as a condition. Result of previous episode can insert tokens
into a specific place in a current episode. It enables some
transitions, events, to occur. As a result of the events, story-
line in an episode changes. Finally, a token is inserted into a
specific place, called result, in order to deliver the result of
current episode.

4.3 Petri-net based design using additional elements

Petri-net has enough ability to describe script for story. Place
in Petri-net covers various conditions and states for events.
But classification of condition for events helps describe a
story clearly. It also makes the system easy to understand.
We classify the condition to five classes. Here, place is clas-
sified as Core, Place, Context, Status and Branch in order to
remove ambiguity.

Table 3 Petri-net components

Picture Name Description Function for episode

place Storing tokens Storing result of the event. Repre-

senting precondition for events

transition Inserting or removing tokens Representing an event

arc (edge) Link between places and transi- Causal relationship between

tions event and precondition

token Representing current state for fir- Representing the process of a story

ing transitions
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Fig. 7 Input and output for story generation

Fig. 8 Petri-net based representation for the episode in Fig. 5

First, Core stores user’s activity or emotion from land-
mark inference. It has variables to store the name of a land-
mark and number of tokens. The number of tokens in Core
represents the strength of influence of a landmark. It is used
as a condition for the main event related to memorable ac-
tivity or emotion. For example, if ‘exercise’ is a landmark,
severe or long ‘exercise’ may insert two more tokens into
Core. On the other hand, different Core may be created for
‘severe exercise.’ Designer can decide these delicate poli-
cies with his own way. An Episode has to include more than
one Core, because Core is a basis for selecting Episodes in
a story.

Core = (EpisodeId,LandmarkName,NumOfToken)

Context is used to represent the background of the events. It
is not inferred but collected from mobile device. It is used
as a condition to describe a detailed event with mobile con-
texts, such as location, people nearby and so on. For exam-
ple, ‘shopping in department store’ requires location visited
for shopping. Those events need the context information.

Context is a node which represents the condition for these
events. The number of tokens affects the strength of the con-
text, such as visiting a department store for long time.

Context = (EpisodeId,ContextName,NumToken)

We transmit the result of an episode to the next episode.
It allows current events affect events in the next episode.
Status, Branch and status queue are used for this transmis-
sion. Status contains the result of the episode and be stored
in status queue to branch story flow of next episode. The
number of tokens in Status node decides period for mainte-
nance of status in status queue.

Branch and Status are pair. Status stores effects of current
specific event, and Branch uses previously stored effects to
change current event.

Status = (EpisodeId,ResultName,NumToken)

Branch in the episode describes the previous Status infor-
mation necessary for branching story off. It is used as a kind
of condition for selecting an event among occurable events.

Branch = (EpisodeId,PreviousResult)

Finally, Place is used for other conditions except for
above conditions. Place can be used for storing results from
previous events. It also represents pre-condition for an event.

Place = (EpisodeId,ConditionName,NumToken)

Event is a key factor of story generation. It has same
role as transition in original Petri-net and means occurrence
of an event in a story. Other factors such as Status, Core,
Branch, and Context are preconditions or results for Event.
Priority of Event is needed for selection of an event in con-
flict condition. Here, priority of an event is decided by the
number of conditions for occurrence of the event. For exam-
ple, when ‘shopping with friends’ and ‘shopping’ can occur
at the same time, we decide occurrence of ‘shopping with
friends,’ which requires one more condition than ‘shopping.’
The event requires ‘meeting with friends’ as the result of
previous episode.

Event = (EpisodeId,EventName,Priority)

Arc node connects event to preconditions.

Arc = (EpisodeID,SrcType,SrcID,DstType,DstID)

To sum up, Place is a general condition for various
events. Core is a condition for a main event connected to
user’s activity related to landmark. Status stores the result
of a main event of an episode. Branch is for branching story
based on status of previous episode. Context is a condition
of events directly related to mobile context extracted from
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Fig. 9 A screenshot of episode
editor

Table 4 Extended Petri-net components

Picture Name Description

Place Premise or precondition for an event

Core Precondition for a main event

Status Result of a main event of an episode

Branch Precondition for branching story

Context Precondition for a more real event

Arc Relationship between an event and a

condition

Event User’s activity or event

raw data. An episode editor is developed for convenient de-
sign of episodes. Components for the editor are as shown in
Table 4.

4.4 Generating a story

The process for generating an event-sequence from scripts
and mobile contexts consists of three stages as shown in
Fig. 4. First stage is to select episodes by landmarks. For
the selection, Episode must include Core which is a condi-
tion for a main event related with a landmark that represents
user’s activity. Selected episodes are represented by Petri-
net based script. Result of a selected episode affects the flow
to the next episodes.

Second stage is to extract events from selected episodes,
each of which produces events with landmarks, contexts and
previous events or episodes. Figure 10 shows the process to
extract events in an episode. The process starts in check-
ing the current state of an episode. The state is allocation of
tokens in places such as Core, Place, Branch, Context and
Status of the episode. It determines which event can occur
in the episode. If several events occur at the same time, only
one event is selected by the priority of events which user de-
signs in advance. After an event occurs, effect of the event
changes the whole state. This process is repeated until any
event cannot occur in every selected episode.

Third stage is to generate a sequence of events as a story.
In this stage, the system builds a story out of extracted
events, which represents user’s daily life. After all, story
generation is done by episode selection, event extraction and
event arrangement.

4.5 Visualization using cartoons

Visualization helps user understand a story easily. In this pa-
per, we categorize components of a cartoon into five classes
such as main character, sub character, main background, sub
background, and text. Table 5 summarizes the components,
and Fig. 11 is an example of composition of a cartoon.

Main background represents spaces for daily life such as
school, home, workplace, and so on. It is practically diffi-
cult to include all the places in daily life. 204 background
images are selected for places, time and mood. Sometimes,
spatial and temporal background is not enough to represent
the current situation. Mood may be more important back-
ground than spatial and temporal background in some cases.
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Fig. 10 Event selection process

Table 5 Components of cartoons

Name Data source

Main Character Landmark (User’s activity or emotion)

Sub Character Previous event history and context

Main Background Location and time context

Sub Background Weather and indoor information

Text Event from a generated story

Background for mood is a pattern or picture that emphasizes
an activity or an emotion. Figure 12 shows examples of the
background images.

As a result, background for cartoons is selected using
spatial, temporal, and mood information from mobile sen-
sors. Spatial and temporal information from the sensors are
relatively accurate. The sensors are GPS, GSM Cell ID,
Bluetooth, manual labeling, and so on. A background image
of the same place is changed by time such as day or night.
Mood is inferred from landmark information.

Sub-background is used for detailed description of situa-
tion near a main character. It has two types of images such
as weather and object. They affect character’s activity and
emotion. Weather information is collected from temperature
meter, hygrometer and Internet. Object information can be
obtained from analysis of photographs. Though its accuracy
is low, it can support the emphasis of character’s situation.
20 images are designed for weather and objects, and Fig. 13
shows some sample images.

Because main character is the most important subject
of all activities and emotions for cartoon, all cartoons in-

Fig. 11 An example of cartoon composition

clude a main character for representing events in daily life.
Detection of activities and emotions depends on the meth-
ods for inference. Activities can be inferred from location,
schedule, people nearby, and life pattern. Emotions can be
inferred from music, weather, and inferred activities. Fig-
ure 14 shows some of 100 sample images.
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Fig. 12 Background samples

Fig. 13 Subbackground samples

Fig. 14 Main character samples

Fig. 15 Sub character samples

Sub character is a person near a main character and af-
fects a main character’s activity or expression of the sit-
uation. It shows the interaction with a main character and
provides more expressive power. These sub characters need
information about people nearby. The information is from
Bluetooth ID, analysis of photograph and schedule informa-
tion. Figure 15 shows some sample images out of 13 images.

Here, a cartoon is generated by combination of 113 char-
acter images, 224 background images and texts. Table 6
shows an example of cartoon visualization of a story. Visu-
alized images can be evaluated with subjective tests or com-
parison.

5 Experimental results

In this paper, we conduct two kinds of experiments. First,
we perform an experiment with artificial landmarks and
contexts. It is designed to show potential of the proposed
method in ideal environment. In the second experiment, we
use landmarks and mobile contexts collected from two fe-

Table 6 Samples of the generated cartoons

Table 7 First scenario for an experiment using artificial landmarks
and contexts

Start time Finish time Activity Location

7:00 7:30 Washing up Home

8:30 9:00 Taking a vehicle Bus stop

9:00 9:30 Visiting park Park

10:00 11:50 Taking a walk Park

11:00 11:20 Taking photos Park

12:00 12:30 Taking a vehicle Bus stop

<event name=“wash up” start=“420” end=“450”/>
<event name=“taking a bus” start=“510” end=“540”/>
<event name=“see the scenery of park”
start=“540” end=“570”/>
<event name=“take a walk in a park”
start=“600” end=“710”/>
<event name=“taking photos of scenery”
start=“660” end=“680”/>
<event name=“taking a bus” start=“720” end=“750”/>

Fig. 16 A generated story for the first scenario

male undergraduate students for two weeks [11]. It shows
the usefulness of the proposed method with real data.

Subjects bring with smart phone connected to GPS de-
vice. They also report visited places, activities, and emotion
as the summary of daily life. We make 32 episodes to gen-
erate a story from contexts. If previous episode and current
episode are the same, a story includes the episode only one
time and increases the number of tokens in Status as the
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Fig. 17 An example of event
selection by activity and context
in Fig. 16

influence of result of episodes. Also, episodes that produce
no events are ignored.

5.1 Experiment with artificial data

Before we create artificial landmarks and contexts, we need
to set up virtual scenarios for them. Here, we show two ex-
amples of the experiments. First scenario is like in Table 7.
Activity (landmark) and location (a kind of contexts) in Ta-
ble 7 are expressed in a generated story in Fig. 16.

First experiment shows that our system creates an ac-
curate story from accurate evidence. The system generates
a story using combination of episodes, contexts and land-
marks. Figure 17 shows that the system extracts events in the
first scenario by considering activities and contexts. ‘Tak-
ing a walk in a park’ event occurs with location information
‘park’ and activity information ‘taking a walk.’ The result of
the event is stored as ‘after taking a walk’ status. Extracted
events are more appropriate than other events in an episode,
a kind of prior knowledge representation. If many events are
appropriate for the current contexts, we can extract a more
probable event with high priority. In this paper, we give more
priority to the events that require more contexts and condi-
tions. Because those events are rare and hard to occur, they
are probably more unusual and interesting. Including inter-
esting events makes a story interesting. If we want to gen-
erate a more accurate story, we must give higher priority to
probable events. It depends on episode designer.

Second scenario shows that the events in previous episode
affect event in current episode with causal relationship. Ta-

Table 8 Second scenario for an experiment using artificial landmarks
and contexts

Start End Activity Location

time time

7:00 7:30 Washing up Home

8:30 9:00 Taking a vehicle Bus stop

10:00 10:20 Meeting Square

11:00 14:00 Watching Cinema

15:00 16:00 Taking a vehicle Subway station

16:00 18:00 Shopping Department store

17:00 18:00 Taking photos Department store

18:00 19:00 Eating out Chinese restaurant

19:00 20:00 Taking a vehicle Subway station

ble 8 shows the second scenario. XML representation of
generated story is like in Fig. 18. An event in an episode of
the second scenario affects those in the next episode. If an
extracted event is inserted into a story, effect of the event
can be used as another context for selecting an event in next
episode. In Fig. 19, ‘watching a movie’ event is selected
from ‘cinema’ context and ‘watching’ activity after ‘meet-
ing friends’ event is included in a story. As ‘after meeting
friends’ is considered in the previous events, we can select
‘watching a movie with friends’ event. Like this, context,
landmark (inferred activity), and previous event history de-
termine events in the next episode. Therefore, the whole
story consists of probable events with causality.
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5.2 Experiment with real contexts and landmarks

In order to show the potential of the proposed method,
we collected real life log from two college students. We
use 32 episodes for these experiments and landmarks from

<event name=“wash up” start=“420” end=“450”/>
<event name=“taking a bus” start=“510” end=“540”/>
<event name=“meeting friends” start=“600” end=“620”/>
<event name=“going to cinema” start=“660” end=“840”/>
<event name=“watching a movie with friends”
start=“660” end=“840”/>
<event name=“taking subway” start=“900” end=“960”/>
<event name=“go to the department store for shopping”
start=“960” end=“1080”/>
<event name=“shopping with friends”
start=“960” end=“1080”/>
<event name=“window shopping at a department store”
start=“1020” end=“1080”/>
<event name=“taking a photo of something purchased”
start=“1020” end=“1080”/>
<event name=“go to the Chinese restaurant for dinner”
start=“1080” end=“1140”/>
<event name=“take a dinner” start=“1080” end=“1140”/>
<event name=“taking subway” start=“1140” end=“1200”/>

Fig. 18 A generated story for the second scenario

Bayesian network module [11] for episode selection. Table 9
shows the episodes and required contexts for story genera-
tion. Examining subject’s report, life log from mobile device
was analyzed for deciding episode topics. These episodes
include frequent activities in subject’s life for two weeks.
Figure 18 is the profile of subjects.

Table 10 abstracts a daily life for one subject and com-
pares it with generated story. Time, location and activity
come from subject’s report. ‘web surfing at home’, ‘wash-
ing up’, ‘taking a bus’, ‘taking coffee in Hollys coffee shop’,
‘taking tea’, and ‘studying hard in library’ are generated for
subject’s life story. These generated events coincide with
real events considerably. However, many events are also ex-
cluded in generated story. Most excluded events are unde-
tected or have no episode for events. In this experiment,
we use Bayesian network inference module, which has lim-
itation to infer subject’s activities, for landmark detection.
Moreover, 32 episodes are not enough to abstract real daily
life. ‘computer game’, ‘study for TOEIC’ and ‘tutor some-
one’ events are not included in candidates of episodes used
in this experiment. It is granted that they are not discovered
in the generated story. At 11:40 am, inaccurate inferred ac-
tivity misleads eating lunch in Japanese restaurant into tak-
ing tea. This wrong activity can be inferred from GPS device
error, indistinct location labeling or other failures in real mo-
bile environment. Considering multiple contexts and event
history for event selection reduces the probability to include

Fig. 19 An example of causal relationship between previous and current episodes for event selection
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Table 9 Kinds of episodes used in the experiments

Episode name Required context

Watching Cinema, trade center, . . .

Cooking Home, . . .

Taking a vehicle Bus stop, subway station

Sports basketball court, soccer ground,
. . .

Traffic jam Bus stop, terminal, . . .

Taking a photo of food -

Studying late Library, home, . . .

Studying for listening music Home

Dancing Amphitheater, . . .

Moving with train Station

Meeting Amphitheater, . . .

Doze Library, school, . . .

Taking photos of something Marketplace, department store,
. . .

Taking photos delightfully –

Taking a walk Park, . . .

Pleasant conversation by tele-
phone

–

Washing up Home, . . .

Annoying SMS Cinema, . . .

Self portrait –

Taking tea Coffee shop, home, . . .

Shopping Electric shopping center, . . .

Using PC Home, computer room, . . .

Taking a course An engineering college, . . .

Seeing scenery Palace, mountain, . . .

Spam –

Taking photos of scenery Palace, mountain, . . .

Meal Refectory, Chinese restaurant

Not busy time –

Indoor exercise Gymnasium, a bowling alley, . . .

Alone –

Eating out Chinese restaurant, a hotel, . . .

Studying alone Home, library, . . .

these wrong events in a generated story. In the case of story
generation using contexts in real life, experienced events can
be excluded or unexperienced events can be included. These
false positive or false negative problems mainly come from
inaccurate contexts and lack of prior knowledge.

5.3 Analysis of the result with real data

We analyze experimental result with real life data. Basi-
cally, the proposed method generates a story for cartoons
with landmark, context and previous event history. The pro-
posed method does not match a landmark to one event. A
landmark is matched to a set of events in a related Petri-net
script. It provides more diverse events and makes a story in-
teresting. In case of use of only landmarks, the maximum

Table 10 Comparison between subject’s report and generated story in
real life

Time Subject’s life Corresponding story

00:00 Arrive at home –

01:00 Web surfing Web surfing at home

03:20 Computer game –

04:30 Sleep –

09:30 Wake up Washing up

10:00 Go to school Taking a bus

11:00 Study for waiting boyfriend
Take coffee in
Hollys coffee shop

11:40 Lunch Take tea

13:40 Study for TOEIC test –

14:50 Go to see boyfriend off –

15:30 Studying hard in library Studying alone

17:30 Go for tutoring maternal
aunt’s son

–

18:00 Tutor maternal aunt’s son –

20:00 Dinner –

21:00 Go to home –

22:00 Buy junk food Shopping

22:40 Arrive at home –

number of events is 7 in a day. On the other hand, the pro-
posed method can generate a maximum of 32 events in a
day as shown in Fig. 20. If same events are continuous, di-
versity of the story is reduced. Table 11 compares average of
the number of events and repeated events. Average number
of generated cartoons is increased considerably. Repeated
cartoons are fewer than generated cartoons for the proposed
method. Figure 21 compares it. As a result, the diversity of
cartoons is improved. Our proposed method is successful for
generating a story that includes various events, and guaran-
tees the increase of diversity.

On the other hand, we confirm coincidence between car-
toon and personal life history in user report. A cartoon con-
sists of activity of character image and location of back-
ground image. If both activity and location of cartoon are
coincident with the report, accuracy of the cartoon is evalu-
ated as 1. If only one activity or place is accurate, we con-
sider its accuracy as 0.5. Figure 22 shows the number of ac-
curate cartoons. We can say that the proposed method shows
practically better precision in most cases.

Purpose of generating cartoons includes improvement of
understandability and causality as well as accuracy. We pro-
duce two sets of cartoons and compare them in terms of
understandability and causality. In the method using only
landmarks, we expect that it has lower understandability and
causality. First, we perform a subjective test to evaluate the
efforts required to understand the meaning of cartoons. It is
tested for seven people with two cartoon sets. The criteria
are like followings.
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– Complete relaxation possible; no effort required: 5
– No appropriate effort required: 4
– Moderate effort required: 3
– Considerable effort required: 2
– No meaning understood with any feasible effort: 1

Figure 23 shows the result of the subjective test for under-
standability of cartoon. Cartoons without story are not easy
to be understood well. However, cartoons with story are un-
derstood almost perfectly. In Fig. 23, C1 represents cartoon
set 1 and C2 is a cartoon set 2.

Also, events in a related Petri-net script has causal rela-
tionship and orders. It makes cartoons have causal relation-
ships, too. We consider whether the proposed method im-

Table 11 Comparison of number of repeated cartoons

Avg. number of car-
toons

Avg. number of re-
peated cartoons

Previous work 3.7 1.9

Proposed method 11.1 1

proves a causal story or not. But it is difficult to determine
subjective causality with objective criteria. Here, we also
perform subjective test for it with two sets of cartoons. Score
of evaluation is among 1 (bad), 2 (poor), 3 (fair), 4 (good),
and 5 (excellent). Figure 24 shows the result of the subjec-
tive test for seven people. Result of subjective test shows the
proposed method gives cartoon causality generally.

5.4 Estimation of performance and discussion

The efficiency and elapsed time of the whole process are like
Table 12. Personal computer used for the experiment has In-
tel quad-core 2.4 GHz CPU and 4 GB memory and Win-
dows XP Professional operating system. The whole system
is developed with Visual C++ using Visual Studio 2005. We
also use a MySQL 5.05 database server which has Intel dual
quad-core CPU 3.0 GHz and 2 GB memory with Ubuntu
linux operating system. Some parts of simple programs for
data preprocessing in server side are developed with Unix C.

The elapsed time for each process generally changes with
size of data. Practically, data preprocessing makes up more

Fig. 20 Number of daily
cartoons

Fig. 21 Number of daily
repeated cartoons
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Fig. 22 Number of daily
accurate cartoons

Fig. 23 Comparison of
understandability by subjective
test

Fig. 24 Causality of two sets of
cartoons
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Table 12 Efficiency of each process

Process The size of input Complexity Elapsed Time

1 Data preprocessing N (the number of raw data) O(N2) 4 ∼ 5 minutes

2 Activity and emotion inference M (the number of preprocessed data) O(M2) less than 1 minute

3 Story generation n (the number of activity and emotion) O(n2) 2 ∼ 3 minutes

4 Cartoon generation m (the number of events) O(m) less than 1 minute

than half of the processing time because it requires many file
I/O time and its input data size N is larger than other size,
M , n and m. Story generation process also needs more time
than inference or cartoon generation. The process requires
MySQL connection using TCP/IP communication for gen-
erating a story with raw data such as location, time, and so
on. In cartoon generation, the number of events m is gener-
ally larger than n due to the occurrence of unnoticed events.
Nevertheless, it does not take long time for selection and
combination of cartoons.

In Table 10, some activities do not have corresponding
stories. It results from insufficiency of inferred activities. It
does not reduce the reliability and the influence of the gen-
erated story. It can be solved with more specific and subtle
story script and more improved inference module. Our fu-
ture work has to include them.

6 Conclusion and future work

To sum up, we propose a method to create a story and gener-
ate cartoons from mobile contexts. Here, story is defined as
a causal sequence of user experienced events or actions. A
Petri-net based method is proposed to select episodes and
events using contexts and organizes them to a story. The
experiments show the potential of the proposed method to
generate story in real life log. Generated cartoons are com-
pared with user’s report for precision evaluation. The pro-
posed method provides more accurate cartoons than previ-
ous method. It provides better understandability, causality,
and diversity than previous method, as well.

Many studies and services for sharing and publishing per-
sonal information come out in these days. People using Ya-
hoo! Flickr and Google picasa pursue to share their pho-
tographs. A lot of web sites provide their own blogging ser-
vice as a tool for sharing and socializing. Our work can con-
tribute to more convenient sharing and publishing for the
services. It extracts people’s activities and generates car-
toons for sharing automatically. It may help socializing other
people interestingly.

Our future work is usage of other various contexts like
acceleration, EEG, and so on. Addition of the sensor device
and increasing the number of context types is required to re-
flect the user’s experience in the generated story. They help

us understand diverse activities. More accurate and various
contexts and landmarks will improve the precision of a gen-
erated story. Also, we will attempt to cover more activities
and situations with more scripts, and then apply learning al-
gorithm to generating Petri-net scripts.
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